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 Geography facts:What do you know about these countries and places? Use the 

SUPERLATIVE form ( The + Adjective + est) of the following adjectives: 

Dry / Deep / High / Long / Salty /  Large (X 2) / Cold / Small (X 2) /Wet. 
Eg:The Western Deep Gold Mine is THE DEEPEST mine in the world. 
1) The Pacific Ocean is .............ocean in the world. 
2) Asia is ................. continent in the world. 
3) Mount Everest is ................. mountain in the world. 
4) The Atacama Desert is ................ desert in the world. 
5) Columbia is ................. country in the world. 
6) Australia is ............... continent in the world. 
7) The Nile is ................. river in the world. 
8) Antarctica is ................ continent in the world. 
9) The Vatican City is ............... country in the world. 
10) The Desert Sea is ................. sea in the world. 
 
 
ACTIVITY N°2:  What do you know about space?  
Make the SUPERLATIVE FORM of the adjectives below given between brackets.If it is a 
SHORT adjective,use THE + ADJECTIVE +EST  Eg: Wide....The WIDEST.If  it is a LONG 
adjective,use the form THE+MOST+ADJECTIVE Eg: Wonderful........ The MOST WONDERFUL. 
A SHORT adjective is an adjective of ONE syllable whereas a  
LONG adjective has got MORE than 1 syllable.However, there are some exceptions.Eg: Good 
....The Best,not the Goodest Bad.....The Worst ,not the Badest, Far ....... The FARTHEST,not 
The farest. In addition ,some adjtives of 2 syllables ending in "Y",drop the "Y" and take "IEST" 
instead.Eg: Angry ...... The angriest, Sunny .... The Sunniest , Happy ...... The Happiest. 
1) The Moon is ................ (close) neighbour to Earth. 
2) Jupiter is ............ (large) planet in our solar system. 
3) Sirius is  ............. ( brilliant) star we can see from Earth. 
4) Ceres is ........... (big) asteroid in our solar system. 
5) Venus is ............ (hot) planet is our solar system. 
6) The Energya is ............. (powerful) rocket. 
7) Karl Heinze was ............ (old) man in space. He was  58 years old. 
8) Mercury is ............... (near) ^planet to the Sun. 
9) Pluto is .............. (far) planet from the Earth in our solar system. 
10) Saturn is .............. (beautiful) planet. 
11) Venus is .............. (bright) planet in our solar system. 



12) The Apollo Project was ............... (expensive) space programme.It cost 25,541,400,000 
US Dollars. 
13) Mercury is ............... (small) plnet in our solar system. 
14) Romenko is ................. (experienced) man in space. He spent over 420 days in space. 
15) Pluto is ............. (cold) planet in our solar system. 
 
 
8) Mercury is ..................  
 

 
 

 


